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CORSIKA 8 is a new framework for air shower simulations implemented in modern C++17, based
on past experience with existing codes like CORSIKA 7. The flexible and modular structure of
the project allows the development of independent modules that can produce a fully customizable
air shower simulation. The radio module in particular is designed to treat the signal propagation
and electric field calculation to each antenna in an autonomous and flexible way. It provides
the possibility to simulate simultaneously the radio emission calculated with two independent
time-domain formalisms, the “Endpoint formalism” as implemented in CoREAS and the “ZHS”
algorithm as ported from ZHAireS. Future development for the simulation of radio emission from
particle showers in complex scenarios, for example cross-media showers penetrating from air into
ice, can build on the existing radio module, re-using the established interfaces. In this work, we
will present the design and implementation of the radio module in CORSIKA 8, and show a direct
comparison of radio emission from air showers simulated with CORSIKA 8, CORSIKA 7 and
ZHAireS.
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1. Introduction

The radio detection technique of extensive air showers has experienced a remarkable renais-
sance over the past 20 years [1] and has established itself to be a competitive technique to particle
and fluorescence detection. Reconstructing the main properties of the air shower and of the pri-
mary particle using experimental data is a highly complex procedure. To overcome this, detailed
particle-level Monte Carlo simulations render themselves very useful. The community depends on
existing state of the art simulation tools like CoREAS [2] (implemented in CORSIKA 7 [3]) and
ZHAireS [4] to simulate the radio emission from extensive air showers at the microscopic level.
Two different formalisms for calculating the radio emission from the particle tracks are used by
these tools. CoREAS uses the “Endpoint” formalism [5, 6] and ZHAireS uses the “ZHS” [7] for-
malism. However, these implementations rest upon shower simulation codes that exist for decades
and are inherently limited by them. By default, this makes the radio implementations non flexible to
specific physical scenarios and deprives them of taking advantage of new computing technologies
to perform simulations for the diverse array of current and future experiments. Moreover, the cal-
culation of the radio emission is one of the most computationally demanding modules (especially
for ultra high-energy showers and many antenna positions). This will make computation times
unmanageable, for the proposed next-generation experiments whose radio detectors are growing
significantly in terms of size and number. To tackle these constraints, we have implemented the first
radio emission module for the CORSIKA 8 (C8) simulation framework [8], [9]. It is designed to
be highly configurable, user-extensible and ready to quickly adapt technologies like multithreading
[10] to directly address the limitations of the current simulation tools and support the next generation
of radio detection experiments.

2. The architecture of the radio module

C8 incorporates three main concepts in its design, which are modularity, flexibility and exten-
sibility. The radio module follows this pattern and consists of four top level, user-configurable and
swappable components. These are the track filter, the formalism, the propagator and the antenna
and their functionality has been described in [9]. A radio process is constructed by these separate
components and is added in C8’s process sequence list. As part of the process sequence, the radio
process has direct access to the particle tracks and the environment of the simulation, from where
it draws all the information needed to calculate the radio emission from the air shower. These
components are designed to be flexible enough and have clear guidelines, so even users can easily
update them to tailor the simulation to their specific experimental needs.

At this point, it is worth discussing about the advancements we have included in the propagator
since [9]. All the propagators we have implemented use a straight-ray approximation. We include
an analytic ray path solver propagator that can only be used in media with uniform or exponential
refractive indices, ideal for tests and fast simulations; and an integrating propagator that numerically
integrates the time delay along each propagation path and can therefore work in arbitrarily complex
media where no analytic solution exists. We have now developed a tabulated propagator ideal to
use for vertical showers (zenith < 60◦) that approximates the atmosphere to be flat and has the
advantage of small computing times due to the fact that it is initialized once, in the beginning of the
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simulation. This propagator uses the Gladstone-Dale law [11] which states that refractivity in the
atmosphere is proportional to the density. Similar approximations also take place in other shower
codes like CORSIKA 7 for example.

3. Validation and improvements of the radio module

The radio module consists of unit tests and validation tests, following C8’s development
guidelines, which are initiated with every update of the code. A standard module validation test
we perform is the synchrotron emission of an electron gyrating in a circle in a constant magnetic
field as explained in [9]. This validates not only the radio module independently of C8, but also
the magnetic field tracking algorithm of C8 since the emitted pulse is calculated using a manual
tracking and C8’s standard tracking algorithm and the tracks along with the 2 pulses that come out
match perfectly [9].

In [9, 12] comparisons of 10 TeV electron induced showers were presented, showing promising
results. However, technical difficulties affected our results and we identified and addressed these
issues successfully. We can now confirm that for non high-energy showers, C8 and radio have
no problems and work as intended. Several technical advancements also took place in the radio
module to increase its performance. The most notable one is the development of a version of the
radio module which supports the use of multithreading [10]. With this feature, the radio module
can now detect available threads in the CPU and assign different antennas to different threads in
order to perform the radio emission calculation in parallel. Although this version is still not merged
in the main C8 code, it acts as a proof of principle that the radio module is written in a modern way,
ready to adapt new technologies.

4. Comparison of simulations of iron-induced extensive air showers

Figure 1: Longitudinal profiles of air showers simulated
with C8, C7 and ZHAireS. The number of electrons and
positrons with respect to grammage is shown.

In this section we proceed to simulat-
ing the radio emission from a 100 PeV iron
induced extensive air shower with the 3 air
shower codes at our disposal, namely C8, C7
and ZHAireS. For our simulations we use the
“US Standard atmosphere”, the refractive in-
dex profile according to the Gladstone-Dale
law with the refractive index at sea level set
to 𝑛 = 1.000 327, and a constant horizon-
tal geomagnetic field of 50 µT aligned in the
𝑥 direction. We also use thinning for all
the showers to make computing times bet-
ter. The thinning implementations in the 3
shower codes differ though, we tried to set
the parameters in a way so that thinning be-
haves in a very similar way across our sim-
ulations, in order to make our showers com-
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(a) 50 m. (b) 50 m.

(c) 100 m. (d) 100 m.

(e) 200 m. (f) 200 m.

Figure 2: Signal pulse and frequency spectra comparison in 0–1 GHz band, for various antenna distances
from the shower core - Geomagnetic contribution.

parable. We used the same hadronic interaction model (Sibyll 2.3d [13]) and for C8 for the
electromagnetic interaction model, we used PROPOSAL v7.6.1 [14, 15]. It is worth mentioning
that C8 also supports FLUKA [16] now, which was used for the simulations. The electromag-
netic particle energy cuts were set to 0.5 MeV, while hadronic and muonic energy cuts were set to
0.3 GeV. For the antenna array we use a star-shaped pattern of 160 antennas (sampling period is
set to 0.1 ns) located at the ground, in 20 concentric rings spaced equally from 25–500 m from the
shower axis with 8 antennas distributed azimuthally in each ring (exact locations are shown in the
2D fluence maps in fig. 5).

The resulting showers can be seen in the longitudinal profiles (fig. 1), where the number of
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(a) 50 m. (b) 50 m.

(c) 100 m. (d) 100 m.

(e) 200 m. (f) 200 m.

Figure 3: Signal pulse and frequency spectra comparison in 0–1 GHz band, for various antenna distances
from the shower core - Charge excess contribution.

electrons and positrons are plotted with respect to grammage. The showers are similar in terms of
number of particles and 𝑋max, where for C8 𝑋max is ∼ 540 g cm−2, for C7 ∼ 570 g cm−2 and for
ZHAireS ∼ 550 g cm−2, so we go ahead and compare the radio emission from these showers.

When comparing the simulations from C8, C7 and ZHAireS one must take into account that
each shower code uses a different tracking and thinning algorithms and different electromagnetic
interaction models so a 100% agreement is unrealistic since the showers are not identical. The
structure of our comparison is as follows: we pick the arm of antennas in the ®𝑣 × (®𝑣 × ®𝐵) direction,
at 90𝑜 from the positive x-axis and we compare filtered pulses in the 0–1 GHz frequency band range
along with the frequency spectra in the same band for different radial distances from the shower
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Figure 4: Signal pulse and frequency spectra comparison in 0–1 GHz band, for antenna at 25 m from the
shower core - Vertical polarization.

core. We study them in polarizations "®𝑣 × ®𝐵" (West) and " ®𝑣 × (®𝑣 × ®𝐵)" (North) in order to decouple
and investigate separately the geomagnetic and charge excess contributions. Then, we restrict our
study in a more realistic use case scenario and we plot the 2D fluence maps in the 50–350 MHz
band. 2D fluence maps in the narrower 30–80 MHz band are also presented in [17].

We first investigate the geomagnetic contribution and the results are promising. For an antenna
at 50 m the shower core (fig. 2a, fig. 2b) the difference in amplitude is within 5% with C8 producing
slightly higher radiation in both formalisms. For an antenna close to the Cherenkov ring at 100 m
from the shower core (fig. 2c, fig. 2d) the C8 pulses have consistently more power that accounts for
roughly 10% and we start to notice a slight time offset between the 3 shower codes. For an antenna
further away at 200 m (fig. 2e, fig. 2f) where the signal gets weaker the difference in amplitude
gets bigger at roughly 15% and the time offset is more prominent. Moving on to the charge excess
contribution of the same antennas we have, at 50 m from the shower core (fig. 3a, fig. 3b), close to
the Cherenkov ring (fig. 3c, fig. 3d) and at 200 m from the shower core (fig. 3e, fig. 3f). In this case
the agreement in terms of amplitude is better (less than ∼ 10%) with the most prominent differences
spotted in the Cherenkov ring where C8 pulses are stronger.

To examine the overall agreement between the shower codes we plot the 2D fluence map in the
50–350 MHz frequency band (fig. 5). Overall, in terms of energy deposit to the ground, footprint
shape and symmetry the two formalisms simulated with C8 match C7 and ZHAireS quite well.
We can confirm though, also in this plot that the C8 pulses contain roughly 10% more power with
respect to C7 and ZHAireS. It is worth pointing again at this point that we do not compare identical
showers, so perfect agreement is not expected. The vertical polarization in the 2D fluence map
shows an interesting feature. We can see that the two formalisms (CoREAS for C8 and C7 and
ZHS for C8 and ZHAireS) produce a different prediction for the radio emission in the center and
very close to the shower core, as seen in the form of a "double blip". To confirm this, we plot the
pulses and the frequency spectra for the vertical polarization for an antenna at 25 m from the shower
core (fig. 4), where we can see that C8-ZHS and ZHAireS predict ∼ 50% more power with respect
to C8-CoREAS and C7 especially in frequencies below 500 MHz. A similar behavior is seen also
in the 30–80 MHz 2D fluence maps [17], as expected. In general, the vertical polarization is not
practically relevant though, since it is very small when compared to the dominant ®𝑣 × ®𝐵 fluence.
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Figure 5: Table of energy fluence in different polarizations of the electric field in the 50–350 MHz frequency
band for C8 CoREAS, C8 ZHS, C7 CoREAS and ZHAireS. The order of the polarizations we see starting
from top to bottom is: all polarizations, ®𝑣 × (®𝑣 × ®𝐵), ®𝑣 × ®𝐵 and ®𝑣.

5. Summary

We have presented the advancements and improvements of the radio module in C8 since
ICRC 2021 and ARENA 2022 along with a full scale comparison of the radio emission from
a 100 PeV iron-induced extensive air shower. We have reached a very good agreement with
CORSIKA 7 and ZHAireS. CORSIKA 8 as a whole has made significant progress to reach a stage
where we trust our simulations and CORSIKA 8 radio in particular, is ready for potential use.
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